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U.S. News – Best Lawyers Names Fisher Phillips “Law Firm Of
The Year” in Labor Law

News

11.05.20 

ATLANTA (November 5, 2020) – Fisher Phillips, one of the country’s preeminent labor and

employment law firms representing employers, has been named by U.S. News – Best Lawyers as

the 2021 “Law Firm Of The Year” in the category of Labor Law – Management.

Fisher Phillips and the winners in the other categories are recognized as “Best Law Firms” based on

professional excellence and persistently impressive ratings from clients and peers. In this year’s

references, clients cited Fisher Phillips’ unparalleled knowledge in labor law and the firm’s ability

to serve not only as attorneys but as strategic business partners.

“Receiving validation directly from our clients is incredibly gratifying, and it energizes us in our

continued mission to provide superior work, exceptional service and innovative solutions to

employers’ most pressing workplace issues,” said Roger Quillen, Chairman and Managing Partner

of Fisher Phillips. “Only one law firm per practice area receives this recognition, and as the winner

in the labor category we will continue to make our clients proud as we lead the way in navigating the

evolving employee-employer relationship as a vital component of the workplace of the future.”

Fisher Phillips also received National Tier 1 Rankings for its Employment Law, Labor Law, and

Labor and Employment Litigation practices, as well as National Tier 2 Rankings for its ERISA

Litigation practice. In total, 21 of the firm’s offices received the prestigious Metropolitan Tier 1

Rankings for Employment Law, Labor Law, and Labor and Employment Litigation practices. Fisher

Phillips has been included in every edition of the esteemed rankings since its inception in 2010.

Since it was first published in 1983, Best Lawyers® has become universally regarded as the

definitive guide to legal excellence. Best Lawyers lists are compiled based on an exhaustive peer-

review evaluation. Almost 108,000 industry leading lawyers are eligible to vote (from around the

world), and we have received over 13 million evaluations on the legal abilities of other lawyers based

on their specific practice areas around the world. For the 2021 Edition of The Best Lawyers in

America©, 9.4 million votes were analyzed, which resulted in more than 67,000 leading lawyers

being included in the new edition. Lawyers are not required or allowed to pay a fee to be listed;

therefore, inclusion in Best Lawyers is considered a singular honor.

https://www.fisherphillips.com/
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Please reach out to our Media team for any news inquiries. 
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